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Honeymoon
Time to be alone with your loved one, relax and enjoy the rest.And an interesting book will make a
trip even more rich and productive.Wedding picked up exciting and exciting books of different
genres, from a love novel to a plenty detective, which will scribe a flight and become good satellites
on the beach.
Atonement, Ian Macuen
The novel tells the story of lovers, whose destinies collapsed rock mistakes of a teenager.Briani, the
writer, from whose behalf there is a story, many years ago, because of the wake-up fantasy accused
Robbie in what he did not commit, thereby destroying his relationship with Cecilia.Because of the
false accusation, the young man is forced to go to war.Redemption
A multifaceted story in which mass problems rises: unhappy love, rock mistake, war, redemption.
Rebecca, Daphne Du Sorrow
The novel of the English writer Daphne du Sorrow, telling about the young girl who marries a widow
and moves to his estate.The name of the deceased wife of Max and her image is pursued by the
main character and do not leave alone alone: lifestyle, interior, servants and housekeeper behavior
Everything in the estate suggests that the hostess
Rebecca, not a new maca wife.The death of the first wife is enveloped by the secret, and the main
heroine will have to learn it.
Thirteenth Tale, Diana Setterfield
Holding in voltage detective with a confusing story about a family with skeletons in the
closet.Margaret Lee works in a bucinistic shop of his father and loves to read.Once she receives a
proposal to become a biographer species Winter, a famous writer.Miss Winter has its secrets: it is
famous for the fact that during the interview does not tell the truth.Now Margaret Lee had the
opportunity to know what the writer hides: before her eyes, the history of the twins sisters, egging
with the life of the heroine itself, is unfolding.
Between us Mountains, Charles Martin

Ben and Ashley are stuck at the airport in Salt Lake City due to bad weather, but both emergency
cases are waiting.Therefore, people who are unfamiliar to each other decide to fly on the private
airport worker's private plane, but the aircraft falls in the mountains.The story of the impressive will
of the will, about the desire to live about love.The reader becomes a witness to the spiritual drama of
every hero, sees the physical and spiritual trials of Ben and Ashley and finds out that he hides each
of them.
Chocolate, Joann Harris
Delicious, interesting and unusual novel, filled with chocolate and magic and chasing the ideas of
equality, good and tolerance.Wianne with a little daughter moves to the French city and opens
chocolate shop.Strong and responsive by Wianne makes sweets that change the life of gorges in
the routine.
When the fog, Kate Morton
The events of the novel occur in two temporary planes: in 1924, the young poet committed suicide
during a party.Witnesses were sisters Emmeline and Hannah, who tied a lot with the dead.After the
happening sister stopped communicating, and only the main heroine, the servant Grace Rivz, knew
their secret.After 70 years, the director decides to remove the film, which is based on the events of
the outstanding evening, and turns to Grace, who has to go through the tragic events of the past
days.
Girl from Brooklyn, Guyom Musso
The exciting detective Musso tells about the man Raphael, who found the woman with whom he is
ready to live all his life, but he does not know whose past.A few weeks before the wedding, he
decided that there should not be secrets between them, so Anna showed him one photo.Seen
shocked Rafael, and, that realizing it, the bride disappeared.Now a man has to find Anna and learn
the terrible secrets of the past that she hides.
Lady with camellias, Alexander Duma (son)
The novel was based on the author of the author's love to the Paris Kurtizanka Marie Duplessi, who
died from tuberculosis at 23 years.In the book, the young man Arman Duval fell in love with a
mortally sick Margarita Gauthier, who allowed men to love themselves, not responding to reciprocity
while her heart did not originate for the young Aristocrat Arman.The tragic story of love men and
women who wanted to be together despite class prejudices.
Last letter from your beloved, Gejo Moys
Penetrated romance about strong love, passion and life peripetias, which will not leave anyone
indifferent.Events occur in two temporary epochs: in the 60s of the 20th century, Jennifer loses his
memory after the accident, she finds the letters of a man in love with her who asks her to get away

from her husband.A woman does not remember who he and that they tied them.Already in the 21st
century, the young reporter of Ellie discovers one of the letters in the archive and decides to learn
the secret hiding behind him, without even suspect how far will go.
Hurry to love, Nicholas Sparks
The touching story about the first love of Hooligan Landon and the daughter of Pastor Jamie, a guy
and girls from different worlds.Leaving youth far behind, Landon returns to his native city every year
to remember his first love.Again, the moments with Jami, who asked him just one thing, is running
before his eyes: do not fall in love with her.
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